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E. Cuts unnecessary expenditures 

 

 

Answer: C, E  

 

 

QUESTION: 66 

A company is upgrading their instance of HP Quality Center (QC) 10 to HP ALM 12x. 

Both versions are running in parallel. What is best practice regarding the clients of each 

version? 

 

 

A. Install HP QC 10 and HP ALM 12 x clients on the same machine: Use both clients, 

side-by-side in separate instances. 

B. Do not install HP QC 10 and HP ALM 12 x clients on the same machine it will cause 

errors, and HP QC 10 will fail to start. 

C. Install HP QC 10 and HP ALM 12 x clients on the same machine. Do not start both 

clients because it will cause errors. 

D. Do not install HP QC 10 and HP ALM 12 x clients on the same machine. It will cause 

errors, and HP ALM 11 will fail to 

 

 

Answer: A  

 

 

QUESTION: 67 

Wn.ch options can be used in the process or submitting defects from HP Sprinter to HP 

mm? (Select two) 

 

 

A. Smart Identification 

B. Insight Defects Identification 

C. Defect Reminder 

D. Defect Checking 

E. Smart Defect 

 

 

Answer: C, E  

 

 

QUESTION: 68 

Which description applies to HP ALM access restrictions when you authenticate to the 

application? 

 

 

A. Access may be restricted only by role, and projects not accessible by your role are not 

visible to you. 

B. Access may be restricted by project or role, and projects to which you have no access 

are visible. 



C. Access may be restricted by project, and projects to which you have no access are not 

visible. 

D. Authentication method (SSO or CAC) determines the projects that are accessible or 

visible. 

 

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION: 69 

In the HP ALM Business Models module, how are path entities created? 

 

 

A. By selecting from a list of possible business process paths 

B. By dragging/dropping the desired alternate flows under the corresponding model 

entity in the Model Tree view 

C. Automatically, when importing a business process model into ALM 

D. By drawing arrows that link the hotspots available on the activities on the interactive 

Entities Pane 

 

 

Answer: A  

 

 

QUESTION: 70 

What is one recommended way to start and stop the HP ALM services on the server on a 

Windows platform? 

 

 

A. In me system tray, right-click the ALM icon, and select Start Application Lifecycle 

Management or Stop Application Lifecycle Management. 

B. Log on to me application server JMX console. Look for typeServer under the 

appserver.system domain, and invoke the start or the shutdown operation. 

C. Log on to the ALM Site Administration click the Servers tab. and se.ect Start 

Application Lifecycle Management or Stop Application Lifecycle Management. 

D. Execute the run script or the shutdown script from the bin directory inside the main 

application server directory. 

 

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION: 71 

Whit is the name for a set of development and quality assurance efforts you perform to 

achieve a common goal that is based on the release timeline? 

 

 

A. Cycle 

B. Test Plan 



C. Test Set 

D. Requirement 

 

 

Answer: A  

 

 

QUESTION: 72 

In the Test Plan module, which graph enables you to correlate the number of tests and the 

elapsed time interval? 

 

 

A. Tests Trend graph 

B. Tests Results graph 

C. Tests Summary graph 

D. Tests Progress graph 

 

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION: 73 

Which statement is true when a newly released version of the Ship Product Business 

Process model is re-imported? 

 

 

A. It adds new path entities for any new alternate flows it detects. 

B. It creates new model and activity entities if any new models or activities are detected 

in the imported file based on name. 

C. It creates separate representative requirements for any re-imported activities that have 

different GUIDs than before. 

D. It unlinks all existing representative requirements associated with the model and 

activity entities, and creates and links new ones. 

 

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION: 74 

What happens if a team member with delete privileges tries to delete a representative 

requirement? 

 

 

A. The deletion fails. The representative requirements are read-only and are therefore 

protected from deletion 

B. The deletion fails. The representative requirement is automatically made read-only, 

and an alert is optionally triggered 

C. The deletion succeeds. The representative requirement is moved to the Obsolete folder 

D. The deletion succeeds. The requirement coverage of the model entity is lost 



 

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION: 75 

What are the potential subsequent states of a "Fixed"defect in the default ALM defect 

lifecycle? (Select two.) 

 

 

A. Complete 

B. Reopened 

C. Reviewed 

D. New 

E. Closed 

 

 

Answer: B, E 
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